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o RESOURCE: Hurt People Hurt People: Focus on intimate partner
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33. Trauma-Bonding
To learn differences between healthy attachment and trauma bonding so 
common in victims of child abuse, domestic violence, and any form of captivity. 
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o HANDOUT: Learning About Trauma Bonds 599 
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FUTURE LESSONS 681 

38. Five Steps to a Better Future
Demonstrate how direction, vision and future planning are essential parts of 
change and how each of us can create our own future through the choices we 
make in the present through using a poem by Portia Nelson about how change 
occurs. 
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as a corrective emotional and relational experience.
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39. How Does Change Happen?
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the patterns of the past and that the quality of our future is based on our learning 
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40. Empowerment
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become more able torecognize their own previously untapped sources of 
personal power, and develop a plan for further individual empowerment. 
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o HANDOUT: My Empowerment Goals 712 

o RESOURCE: Empowerment and Deep Democracy: Democracy
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41. How To Influence the Future
To help participants understand how we can play a role in determining how other 
people treat us, how self-fulfilling prophecies work,  and to guide participants in 
a method for altering the roles we automatically play so that other people will 
treat us differently 
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o HANDOUT: Self-Fulfilling Prophecies 741 

o RESOURCE: How Labels Determine Reality: Deeper exploration
of self-fulfilling prophecies.
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42. Moving Toward Psychological Health
Develop definition of psychological health based on a new method for defining 
dimensions of psychological health. 
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o HANDOUT: Moving Toward Psychological Health – Self-Assess. 753

o RESOURCE: A Healthy Biocratic Organization: Explores defining
how a healthy organization functions.
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43. Changing Thought Habits
Focus on the automatic thoughts that people develop about what it means to 
have problems related to trauma and adversity and moving from a “sickness or 
illness” model to an “injury model” for understanding symptoms. 
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o HANDOUT: Changing My Habits of Thought 785 

o RESOURCE: Changing Mental Models of Thought: Describes
changing mental models from sickness/badness to injury and
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44. Pathways to Healing and Recovery
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develop an understanding of what the path of healing looks like including 
questions around the issue of “trauma processing”. 
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o HANDOUT: Marking My Pathway to Healing and Recovery 799 

o RESOURCE: What are Pathways to Healing and Recovery?:
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45. In Their Own Words
Offers an opportunity for participants to share with caregivers what helps them 
and what hurts them in the context of the treatment/service environment. 
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o HANDOUT: In My Own Words 823 

o RESOURCE: In Their Own Words: Written by Ann Jennings and
Ruth Ralph and compiled by the Trauma Advisory Group
Participants in 1997 for the State of Maine to explore what
helps and what hurts through interviews with consumers and
with professionals.
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46. Listening to Your Other Brain
Develop an understanding of the brain’s two different ways of processing 
information and explores essential role of expressive arts in healing and recovery. 
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o HANDOUT: Opening Communication with the Sides of My Brain 912
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o RESOURCE: Bridging the Black Hole of Trauma: Essay that
explores the role of creativity and the arts in human evolution
and social development.
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47. Relapse Prevention
To be able to identify those situations which compromise the safety of sobriety, 
while attending to the emotions that accompany the loss or change of addictive 
or compulsive patterns and describe the Stages of Change 

953 

o HANDOUT: Relapse Prevention Worksheet 955 

o RESOURCE: Stages of Change: Describes the Stages of Change
ideas that have influenced medicine and all human service
delivery.
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48. Moving On and Giving Back
Introduces the idea of a “survivor mission”- sharing one’s knowledge about and 
experience with difficult life experiences with those who are still in need of 
additional help with their own struggles – as a part of recovery from traumatic 
life experiences. 
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o HANDOUT: What Will Be My Survivor Mission 966 

o RESOURCE: Social Transformation of Trauma: Explores the
multiple ways that people have joined together to transform
traumatic experiences using their own individual experiences.
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49. Imagining A Better Future
To learn the role of imagination in our lives and use imagination as a tool for 
deciding our own fate 
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o HANDOUT: My Better Future 1010 

o RESOURCE: A Vision of Nonviolence: Imagining what a
nonviolent society would look like
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50. Creating a Wellness Plan
Instructing people how to create a Wellness Plan that covers multiple areas of 
each individual’s life 

1025 

o HANDOUT: My Wellness Plan 1027 

o RESOURCE: Caring for the Caregiver: Describes vicarious
traumatization and what can be done about it.

1033 
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USING THE S.E.L.F. CURRICULUM: 

A COMPASS FOR RECOVERY 

There is no educational, social service, healthcare, childcare, or mental healthcare 
setting that is free from the impact of traumatic experience on the clients and on the 
staff that serve them. In fact, studies have shown that in mental health settings, the 
exposure to some form of violence is in the background of a majority of the clients. And 
in places like domestic violence shelters, the exposure rate of the women and the 
children is 100%. Meanwhile, the Adverse Childhood Experiences Study has informed us 
about the enormity of exposure to childhood adversity that resides within the general 
population in all walks of life. 

TRAUMA RECOVERY BEGINS WITH EDUCATION 

The definition of what actually comprises trauma-informed care is still evolving and is 
somewhat variable from setting to setting. Our current understanding of the complex 
psychobiological nature of traumatic injuries represents a seismic shift in how we 
understand dysfunctional human behavior in all of its forms. But the most elementary 
aspect of becoming trauma-informed is education. 

If you are reading this, your program has decided to adopt S.E.L.F. to use as a 
psychoeducational approach with your clients. This is because everyone who works in 
the human services must be REQUIRED to understand the impact of traumatic 
experience on the people around them and what is required to help while finding new 
and innovative ways to engage the clients in understanding all this as well. 
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Educating people about the impact of overwhelming life experience helps to get 
everyone “on the same page” with a shared and coherent organizing framework that 
does not stigmatize the injured person but instead allows a much closer and empathic 
understanding between client and caregiver/educator. Unlike most of the theoretical 
jargon that informs so much of mental health treatment, educating people about the 
psychobiological effects of serious, recurrent, and chronic stress “rings bells” for them. 
Even people with little education can easily grasp very complex concepts because the 
concepts are consistent with their own experience. Much of educating people about 
trauma is simply giving them words for what they already know and helping them see 
patterns where no patterns existed for them before. 

As Clinicians and Direct Support Professionals, you are in the best position to provide 
the knowledge that the clients need because you interact with them directly, frequently, 
and often under stressful conditions. However, as your experience with the groups 
deepens, you may find it highly advantageous to train some peer counselors in using the 
materials either as co-leaders and/or as group leaders. One of the challenges to creating 
groups for nonprofessionally trained people is that they can become unwittingly trapped 
in the inevitable group dynamics that unfold. The S.E.L.F. Psychoeducational Groups will 
provide you and them with a simple, structured and safe method to engage clients in a 
group around important topics related to their growth and recovery, while still 
containing the high level of emotion that is central to issues of trauma. The format is 
deliberately created to be more like taking a class in an educational institution, than a 
process-oriented psychotherapy group. 

The S.E.L.F. groups evolved organically from the need to teach traumatized clients how 
to think differently about their problems; to organize the changes they needed to make 
into more manageable bundles; to help them develop pattern recognition for the ways 
in which their present problems related to past experiences; and to help provide a 
roadmap for the process of recovery. This curriculum has grown out of that experience 
and has been adapted to the unique environments that today characterize the mental 
health, and social service world. 

S.E.L.F. AS A TREATMENT MODEL 

S.E.L.F. is not a staged treatment model, but rather a nonlinear method for addressing 
in simple words, very complex challenges. The four concepts: Safety, Emotions, Loss, and 
Future represent the four fundamental domains of disruption that can occur in a 
person’s life and within these four domains, any problem can be categorized. Because it 
is a model that is “round” not square, circular, not stepped, it provides a logical 
framework for movement. We think of S.E.L.F. as a compass through the land of recovery 
that can help guide individual treatment, staff decision, team treatment planning, and 
an entire institution. It is not constrained by gender, age, race, religion, or ethnicity 
because the domains of healing that S.E.L.F. represents are human universals, unbound 
to any time, place, or person. In residential pre-school, and school programs, children as 
young as four have comfortably using the S.E.L.F. language – and used it appropriately. 
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Using S.E.L.F., the clients, their families, and staff are able to embrace a shared, non-
technical and non-pejorative language that allows them all to see the larger recovery 
process in perspective. The accessible language demystifies what sometimes is seen as 
confusing and even insulting clinical or psychological terminology that can confound 
clients and line-staff, while still focusing on the aspects of pathological adjustment that 
pose the greatest problems for any treatment environment. 

PREPARATION FOR GROUP LEADERS 

If you have never done groups before, beginning can be intimidating and groups are 
always best to do, when possible, with two group leaders. If this is not possible, you can 
do each group on your own because of the very structured nature of the script we are 
giving you. We have included a summary of key group dynamics that you should 
familiarize yourself with so that they do not pose a significant barrier to your group work. 

Although S.E.L.F. is a trauma-informed curriculum, the group topics look more at the 
underlying issues surrounding the experience of recurrent trauma exposure, rather than 
taking on the issues of trauma head-on. We have included a section for you to review 
that includes an overview of the subject of trauma and adversity including definitions – 
Trauma Theory 101. 

There is also some widespread confusion about what “trauma-informed” actually 
means so throughout the material in the S.E.L.F. Curriculum you will get a better idea 
about what that actually means. Part of being trauma-informed means thinking ahead 
about what people should be warned about ahead of time – these are known as “trigger 
warnings” and “content warnings”.  

TRIGGER WARNINGS AND CONTENT WARNINGS 

Content warnings are verbal or written notices that precede potentially sensitive 
content. These notices flag the contents of the material that follows, so readers, 
listeners, or viewers can prepare themselves to adequately engage or, if necessary, 
disengage for their own wellbeing. Trigger warnings are a specific variety of content 
warning that attempt to forewarn audiences of content that may cause 
intense physiological and psychological symptoms for people with Post Traumatic 
Stress Disorder (PTSD) and other anxiety disorders. If people know ahead of time about 
topics that may be very distressing, they can then prepare in advance. More about this 
can be located in the RESOURCE: Triggers, Flashbacks and Self-harming Behavior that 
is part of Lesson 28. Trapped in time.  

THE LESSONS: MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY 
Naming and categorization are the first steps in making a problem manageable. Victims 
of overwhelming life experiences have difficulty staying safe, find emotions difficult to 
manage, have suffered many losses and have difficulty envisioning a future. As a result, 
they are frequently in danger, lose emotional control or are so numb that they cannot 
access their emotions, have many signs of unresolved loss, and are stuck in time, 
haunted by the past and unable to move into a better future. 
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Every lesson contains several pages that comprises a script on the subject matter for the 
group leader. The script is designed to make it possible for even inexperienced group 
leaders to create and sustain an interactive group process. Following the script there is 
a several page HANDOUT to give to the clients to work on in the group and/or to take 
home and fill out as homework. As they become engaged in the educational process, 
you may find that they do both. Following the handout, there is a RESOURCE that goes 
into more depth about the subject material of the group or other material in the course. 
We advise you to read the material ahead of time to prepare for what may come up in 
the group. You may decide to share the RESOURCE material with the group participants.  

The lessons are numbered but this numbering is simply to use as an aid in locating what 
you need in the moment. There is no need to follow the curriculum in any particular 
sequence. It is designed to be more flexible than that. The lessons are also grouped 
according to S.E.L.F., Safety, Emotion, Loss, and Future. It is up to you how to sequence 
them. It is very useful to be able to make an administrative decision in the moment based 
on what material is coming up in the program or previously, in the group instead of being 
constrained to a definitive sequence. However, if you decide to do the lessons in 
sequence, you can do one group a week for a year. For some of the lessons, you may 
decide clinically to spread the material out over two group sessions and that’s fine. 

If your population changes frequently, then we recommend that you give out the 
Introduction to S.E.L.F. at each group meeting that includes the S.E.L.F. Group 
Guidelines. If you acquired the lessons individually, then you will see that every lesson is 
preceded by the Introduction to S.E.L.F. and the Group Guidelines for this reason. 

Each group has a script for the group leaders to follow and a handout for the clients in 
the group to fill out and keep in a folder or workbook that you have given them. The 
more educationally focused the group, the more likely it will be that the emotions 
aroused by the material will be contained by the group. 

You will find that the members of the group help and support each other and the 
therapeutic alliance between staff and clients grows as they each develop a better 
understanding of each other and a deepening sense of respect. The S.E.L.F. Group 
Curriculum has been used in a variety of settings for over thirty years including inpatient 
psychiatric settings for children and adults, shelters, and outpatient settings. 

We also encourage you to look for ways you can involve peers as co-leaders and then 
group leaders. This has worked very well in the past and peer counselors become very 
comfortable with the material as long as they are far enough along in their own recovery. 
They add a perspective to the group that can be a powerful agent of change for other 
group members. 
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Introduction To S.E.L.F. for Group 
Participants
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• SAFETY is   taking   care   of  your  body and your Self: Physically,
Psychologically, Socially, and Morally
 Physical Safety: Being safe in your body and safe in the world

 Psychological Safety: Being safe with yourself
 Social Safety: Being safe with other people

 Moral Safety: Being safe with a guiding value system
 Cultural Safety: Being safe within your own gender, identity, and

cultural identity.

• SAFETY is about setting appropriate BOUNDARIES
 Saying YES only when you mean it
 Saying NO (and sticking to it) when you mean it
 Knowing the UH-OH or warning signals of “danger ahead”
 Knowing and experiencing the OUCH of having your boundaries

violated or violating the boundaries of someone else

SAFETY 
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• We are all born with emotions and then we must learn to manage our
emotions throughout our lives

• Feelings are NOT the enemy! Our challenge is to learn how to use our
emotions to inform our thoughts without letting our emotions
determine our behavior.

• Learn how to identify and USE your feelings!

 GLAD       MAD       SAD     SCARED  SHAMED 

• It’s important to have “volume control” - connecting the appropriate
level of the appropriate emotion with what the situation calls for

Feelings: 0-------3-------5-------7 ----------- 10      

Situation: 0-------3-------5-------7 -- 10 

Remember: You have the power to understand and to manage your 
emotions without being CONTROLLED by them! 

EMOTIONS 
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• Loss is about recognizing and then managing the losses that come
with living.

• Losses are a part of everyday life; but a life that has had too much
violence or trauma has many more unexpected losses:

• Loss of people

• Loss of opportunities

• Loss of one’s childhood (the experiences AND the years

• Loss that is associated with Addictive Behaviors: People,
Places, and Things

• Loss of feeling whole

• To experience Loss is to experience all of the emotions: Glad, Mad,
Sad, Scared, and Shamed. That is why it is not easy to do, and often
can make a person feel UNSAFE and behave in unsafe ways.

• All change, even changes for the good, mean having to give up
something, let go, and move on.

LOSS 
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• Future is about managing the FREEDOM and the
RESPONSIBILITIES that come with the power to make choices in
one’s life – choices that are not determined by the past.

• CHOICES:
 To create a better life for oneself, other loved ones, and

one’s children
 To stop the cycle of addictive/compulsive behaviors
 To stop the patterns of violence in the family and in society
 To lead by example
 To stop repeating the past

• To learn how to use the power of IMAGINATION to design and
then create a new future for yourself.

FUTURE 
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S.E.L.F. GROUP GUIDELINES 

Welcome to SELF Group. We would like to thank you for taking 
time out of your day to sit down with others and talk about 
those matters of importance to you that are creating problems 
in your day-to-day life. 

The language of SELF – Safety, Emotions, Loss, and Future – will 
be familiar in some ways. But we are going to teach you a way 
of translating the everyday problems in your life into a new way 

of organizing and understanding them so that you can resolve those problems more effectively. 

In order to make this group most helpful we need some basic guidelines that all of us must 
respect: 

• This group will occur on at AM/PM 

• Try to attend every session

• Do your best to arrive on time,

• Participate to the best of your ability,

• Turn off cell phones, or if you are expecting emergency calls, ask
someone who is not attending the group to monitor your calls, or put the
phones on vibration- only

• You have to be sober to make any use of the group, so do not use
intoxicating substances before (or during) the group.

• If this is a successful group, disagreements and spirited discussions will occur

– please commit to disagreeing respectfully.

• Most of us find it hard to keep to a schedule, especially when we are too
tired, too frustrated, too sad, too bored or when things are just too much
– make yourself come to the group anyhow.

• It is important for us to respect each other’s privacy and be able to trust
each other. What is said in the group stays in the group.

We know from our own experience that these guidelines help make group process more 
meaningful and productive. But in case we didn’t cover everything, are there any guidelines 
that you should be added? Write these in the space below and these will then become our 
group norms.  
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

We look forward to an interesting and helpful group experience. 
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S.E.L.F. 
1. What Does S.E.L.F. Mean?

Objectives: 

• To introduce the concepts of S.E.L.F. to the group

• To connect the S.E.L.F. concepts to the organizational mission

• To connect the S.E.L.F. concepts to the individual problems that brought people
to the organization

Leader Guidelines: 

• Make sure there are sufficient writing instruments for each person to fill in the
handout.

• If someone in the group is reluctant to reveal very much about themselves,
respect their reserve but ask them to complete the exercise in writing on the
worksheet instead.

• If despite your urging, the group members are silent and unresponsive, do not
insist that they share their own information but instead make it more general,
i.e. “what are the issues of safety that people encounter?” – go for responses
like threat, assault, sexual abuse, drunkenness, fast driving, etc. Then, “what are
the difficult emotions that human beings have to manage?”, “What losses are
the hardest for people to bear?”, “What are the future goals that bring people to
this organization?”

Directions: 

• Leader asks people to introduce themselves

o What is your name?

o Ask each person to explain in just a few sentences the 
circumstances that brought them to the agency/program/organization?

o Go around the room and give everyone a chance to speak
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• Leader distributes the handouts S.E.L.F. Group Guidelines & Introduction 
to S.E.L.F. and briefly reviews both with the group and asks group if there are 
any other guidelines they want to add.

• Leader then asks the group members a question: On a scale of 1-10, 
how confusing/chaotic/out-of-control do you feel your life is right now, 1 being 
totally in control and fine, 10 being totally chaotic?

• Leader notices that there is a great deal of variability but that most 
people sometimes feel that life is out of control.

o Leader asks everyone “What does ‘to get control of your self really 
mean?’

o What are you holding onto if you do get “a hold on yourself”?

o What are the ingredients of a self that you need to get a hold of? Your 
kneecap?You foot?

o When we hear “get a hold of yourself” we think of all the things that 
keep us safe and secure in the world, we think of all the things that we 
feel, we think of all the things that we have had and lost, and we think 
of all the things we want for the future.

• Leader writes words and meaning on the flipchart. “This is what we mean 
by ‘getting a hold of your S.E.L.F’. – Safety, Emotions, Loss, and Future”.

• Leader tells everyone that in the coming weeks, S.E.L.F. will become a 
common language, a simple tool that helps to organize the chaos of life in a 
way that it can become more manageable and allows people to develop a 
plan for getting better control over their lives.

• Leader distributes the handout “Beginning to Work With S.E.L.F.” and 
reviews the handout with them, then asks the group members to fill out the 
handout.

o After a few minutes, leader should either ask for volunteers who 
would be willing to share one safety issues they are having difficulty 
with.

o Let this discussion proceed for a few minutes.

• Leader then asks for volunteers who can share what emotions they 
have difficulties handling and list  the emotions on the flipchart.

• Leader than asks for volunteers who are willing to share a loss that has 
been particularly difficult.

o The sharing of losses can be particularly painful for people, so it is 
important to help the group feel safe.

• Finally the leader asks for someone who is willing to talk about one of 
their future goals.
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• If it seems more advisable and time permits, leader can go around the room 
for each question and include everyone.

• Leader should write the responses on the flipchart.

• When this exercise has been completed, leader can point out how just 
this simple exercise has begun to organize very difficult topics in a way that can 
begin to help each individual figure out where to start in chipping away 
at their problems.

Handout: What Does S.E.L.F. Mean? 

Resource: S.E.L.F. - A Nonlinear, Cognitive Behavioral, Psychoeducational Approach to 
the Resolving Complex Problems 
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HANDOUT: What Does S.E.L.F. Mean? 

THE S.E.L.F. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

SAFETY 
Physical Safety: Able to be physically safe from harm 

Psychological Safety: Able to keep oneself safe in the world - includes self-
discipline, self-esteem, self-control, self-awareness, self-respect; to have one’s 
identity and rights respected 

Social Safety: Able to be safe with other people in relationships and in social 
settings 

Moral Safety: Able to maintain a set of standards, beliefs, and guiding principles 
that are consistent, that guide behavior, and that are grounded in a respect for life 

 Cultural Safety: Able to be safe within one’s cultural identity. 

EMOTIONS Handling distressing feelings without becoming self/other destructive 

LOSS Getting over loss, preparing for change 

FUTURE Re-establishing the capacity for choice and imagining a better future 
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S 

What are the major Safety issue(s) in your life? 

E 
What Emotion(s) do you have the most trouble dealing with? 

Mad? 

Sad? 

Glad? 

Scared? 

Ashamed? 

L 
What is the biggest Loss(es) you have had that continues to affect your 
life? 

F 
What are the goals you have for attending this program that you hope 
will help you achieve a better Future? 
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RESOURCE: S.E.L.F. – A Nonlinear, Cognitive-
Behavioral, Psychoeducational Approach to Complex 
Problems. 
By Sandra L. Bloom, M.D. 

A large and growing body of research has demonstrated 
that there is a high degree of comorbidity between 
substance abuse, exposure to child maltreatment and a 
variety of other traumatic experiences, depression, self-
harming behavior, suicidality, and a variety of 
personality disorders. Although recognizing these 
connections is a critical component to devising an 
adequate plan for recovery, the result is a far more 
complex clinical picture. 

“S.E.L.F.” is a simple conceptual framework for 
managing very complex problems. S.E.L.F. provides a nonlinear, cognitive behavioral, 
psychoeducational approach for facilitating client movement through the four critical 
domains of recovering from life’s traumatic experiences: Safety (attaining safety in self, 
relationships, and environment); Emotions (identifying levels of affect and modulating 
affect in response to memories, persons, events); Loss (feeling grief and dealing with 
personal losses, resistance to change), and Future (trying out new roles, ways of relating 
and behaving as a “survivor” to ensure personal safety and help others). 

Using S.E.L.F. the clients and the staff are able to embrace a shared, nontechnical and 
non-pejorative language that everyone to see the larger recovery process in 
perspective. The accessible language demystifies what sometimes is seen as confusing 
and even insulting clinical or psychological terminology that often confuses both clients 
and staff. At the same time, it is still necessary to focus on the aspects of pathological 
adjustment that pose the greatest problems for the person who has been hurt and for 
those around them. 

S.E.L.F. stands for Safety, Emotions, Loss, and Future. S.E.L.F. represents aspects of 
recovery, and although Safety is always the first step, and Future is usually the last, in 
actual life, these aspects tend to intertwine, interconnect, and present ongoing 
challenges at each life stage. Future episodes of danger or grief are likely to reawaken 
old wounds. Therefore, the goal of recovery is to provide people with the tools 
necessary to increase the likelihood that they will be equipped to deal with future 
experiences without turning to behavior that is destructive to self or others. 
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